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We prove that the property of a finite set of formal power series to be a standard basis of the 
ideal it generates is locally stable in the space of admissible term orders. Consequently, universal 
standard bases exist. We give a criterion for an ideal basis to be a standard basis which is an 
analogue to Buchberger’s ‘critical pair criterion’ for Groebner bases. 
1. Introduction 
Let K[[Xt, . . . . X,]] be the ring of formal power series in the indeterminates 
X r, . . . ,X, with coefficients in the field K. We denote by T the set of all terms (i.e. 
power products) in X,, . . . , X,,, and by an admissible order on T we mean an order- 
ing of T that satisfies 1 < t for all t E T, and fr < t2 implies st, <St2 for all s, t,, t, E T. 
Dickson’s Lemma states that every subset S of T has a finite subset F such that for 
each t E S, there is SE F with s 1 t. One concludes easily that every admissible term 
order < is a well-ordering of T. For f E K[[X,, . . . ,X,1], we let T(f) be the set of 
all terms that occur in f, i.e. whose coefficient in f is not zero, and LT,(F) the 
< -least element of T(F). We drop the subscript < if there is no danger of confu- 
sion. The following theorem summarizes known facts about standard bases. 
Theorem (Hironaka Theorem). Let < be an admissible order on T, I an ideal of 
K[]X,, .**, x,11, s= {Sl, .--9 g,} a finite subset of I. Then the following are 
equivalent. 
(i) For each fc I, there is 1 <i~rn such that LT(gJ 1 LT(f). 
(ii) S is a basis of I, and for each f E K [ [X,, . . . ,X,1] , there exists r E K [ [X,, . . . , 
X,,]] which is unique with the following two properties: F=f - Cy!, Qigi for some 
q1,... ,q,EK[]X1,‘.. , X,]], and LT(gi)‘/ t for all te T(r), 1 Ii<m. 
(iii) For each f e I, there exist ql, . . . , qm E K[[X,, . . . , X,]] such that f = Cr= 1 qig; 
and LT(f)SLT(qi)LT(gi) for 1 skim. 
Moreover, every ideal I of K [[X1, . . . , X,]] has a finite subset that satisfies the 
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exist n,, . . . . nk E N such that for all n E IN, there is 1 rj 5 k with tn, 1 t, , and thus 
t,,,<, t, <,, s. But if we pick n E tN such that n is greater than or equal to the total 
degrees of s and t,, (11j~ k), then s<, t,, for 11.j~ k, a contradiction. 0 
Theorem 2.2. Let S be a finite subset of K[[X,, . . . ,X,,]], < E AO(T) such that S is 
a standard basis of the ideal it generates with respect to <. Then there exists a 
neighbourhood U of < in AO(T) such that S is a standard basis of the ideal it 
generates with respect to each <’ E CT. 
Proof. By Lemma 2.1, we can find a neighbourhood U of < in AO(T) such that 
for all <‘E U and gES, LT,,(g)=LT,(g). It is now obvious that condition (ii) of 
the Hironaka Theorem as stated in the introduction (with the ideal generated by S 
taken for I) holds with respect to < if and only if it holds with respect to <’ for 
all <‘EU. q 
The following corollary follows immediately from the fact that AO(T) is compact 
(see e.g. [lo]), and from the trivial observation that a standard basis with respect 
to some admissible order may be arbitrarily enlarged by finitely many elements. 
Corollary 2.3. Let I be an ideal of K [ [X,, . . . , X,,]]. Then I has a universal standard 
basis, i.e. a finite basis which is a standard basis with respect o every admissible 
term order. 0 
3. Admissible orders of order type UI 
We will later make use of the fact that every open set in AO(T) contains an ad- 
missible order of order type w. This follows from [2, Proposition 1.81. For clarity, 
we give a brief discussion here, using a result of Weispfenning [ 121. 
Lemma 3.1. Let al, . . . , a, be strictly positive real numbers. For each term t = 
Xy’. . . . *X,““, we write w(t)=Cy=, viai. Let < EAO(T) such that for all S, tE T, 
w(s) < w(t) implies s< t. Then < is of order type w. 
Proof. Assume for a contradiction that there exists t E T and an ascending sequence 
{Gz>neN of terms such that tn < t for all n E N. Using Dickson’s Lemma, it is not 
hard to define by induction an ascending sequence {ni}iEN such that t,, 1 t,,+, for 
all ie tN. Then w(t,,+,)- w(t,,)rmin{ai) 1 lisn}, and thus there exists Jo IN with 
w(t,)> w(t). This implies t < I,,, a contradiction. 0 
Let R(t) be a simple transcendental extension of the reals, ordered by setting 
R< t. It is shown in [12] that an ordering < of T is an admissible term order if and 
only if there exist strictly positive al, . . ..a., E R(t) such that 
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(The ai can actually be chosen to be in R[t].) 
Proposition 3.2. The admissible orders of order type cc) form a dense subset of 
AO(T). 
Proof. Let < EAO(T), F a finite subset of T, a,, . . ..a., E R(t) (t transcendental 
over IR, R < t) such that 
X/l. . . . .X~~Lg,v’.....X~ * 
ii1 PiQi<i$, viai. 
By the model-completeness of the theory of real-closed fields, we can find 
strictly positive bl, . . . , b,ER such that Cr=r ~ib;<C~=1 vibi for all Xf’..***X:, 
Xly’ . . . . .XinEF with X:1. . . . .Xp<XTI. . . . .X,““. By varying the bi in a suitable 
manner, we may assume that they are algebraically independent over Q. We can 
now define <‘EAO(T) by setting 
xp. . . . *X$<‘X;‘--X,“” e+ i ,Q.+< i vibi. 
i=l i=l 
Then <’ lies in the neighbourhood of < defined by F and has order type o by 
Lemma 3.1. 0 
In the above proof, we used the fact that if a,, . . ..a., E R are strictly positive and 
algebraically independerlt, then by Lemma 3.1, the corresponding linear form in- 
duces an admissible order of order type o on T. In the view of Weispfenning’s 
characterization of admissible term orders via positive linear forms in [12], one is 
tempted to conjecture that the converse is true, too, that every admissible term order 
of order type o is induced by a positive linear form whose coefficients are strictly 
positive real numbers. Inspection of Weispfenning’s proof shows that even in the 
case of order type w, the coefficients of his linear form will in general end up being 
in R(t) \ I?. Indeed, the conjecture is false: let n = 2, al, a2 E R such that al <a2 and 
a, and a2 are algebraically independent over Q. Then there exists n E N such that 
((n+l)/n)a,<a, and thus (n+l)a,<na,. It follows that the induced term order 
satisfies X;l+’ <XT. This shows that the total degree orders on T (e.g. the one 
where ties are broken lexicographically), which have order type cc), can never be in- 
duced in this way. 
4. Buchberger criterion for standard bases 
In order to be able to formulate and prove a ‘critical pair criterion’ for standard 
bases we need to introduce some terminology and notation. Let < be a fixed ad- 
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missible term order. If g,, . . . . g,, fcK[[X,, . . . ,X,1], then we say that f has a stan- 
dard representation in terms of { gr, . . . , g,} (with respect to <), if there exist 
q1,*..rqmEKI]XI,..., X,]] such that f=Cr=, qigi and LT(f)<LT(q;)LT(g;) for 
1 I is m. Condition (iii) of the Hironaka Theorem can thus be rephrased by saying 
that S is a standard basis of I if and only if every element of I has a standard 
representation in terms of S. (Here, ‘has a standard representation’ corresponds to 
‘reduces to 0’ in the case of Buchberger theory in polynomial rings.) If f E 
K[[X,, **. 9 X,]], t E T, then we denote by c(t, f) the coefficient of t in f. Now let 
f,gEKttXn ..a, X,]] with s=LT(f), t=LT(g), us=ut=lcm(s, t). Then we define 
S(f, g) = c(t, g)uf - c(s, f)ug. Choosing analogy with polynomials over phonetic 
elegance, we call S(f, g) the s-series (with respect to <) off and g. We say that 
SGKMX,, . . . . X,]] is closed under s-series (with respect to <) if for all S, g E S, 
S(f, g) has a standard representation in terms of S. Our goal in this section is to 
prove the following theorem: 
Theorem 4.1. Let S be a finite subset of K[[X,, . . . ,X,,]]. Then, with respect to a 
fixed admissible term order, S is a standard basis of the ideal it generates if and only 
if S is closed under s-series. 
The next lemma shows that if S is closed under s-series and we have a representa- 
tion offEK[[Xr,..., XJ in terms of S which is not standard, then this representa- 
tion can be ‘improved’. For f E K[[X,, . . . , X,]], we denote by LC(f) the lowest 
coefficient of f, i.e. c(LT(f),f), and by LM(f) the lowest monomial of f, i.e. 
LC(f )L T(f ). 
Lemma 4.2. Let < be an admissible term order. Assume that (g,, . . . , g,,,} is a 
finite subset of K[[X,, . . . . X,,]] which is closed under s-series, f = CyL, q,gi with 
q,, . . . ,qm EK[[X~, . . . ,X,J such that 
min LT(q,)LT(g;) < LT(f). 
I sism 
Then there exist q;, . . . , qk EK[[X~, . . . ,X,1] such that f = Cy= I qlgi and 
min LT(q;)LT(g;) < ,yim LT(ql)LT(gi). 
l~i~rn < 
Proof. We proceed by induction on the number k of indices j such that 
LT(qj)LT(gj) = 1 ~5~ LILT. < 
k = 0 or k = 1 is impossible. Let k = 2. Without loss of generality, we may assume that 
LT(q,)LTkJ = LT(qdLTkd = min L(qi)LT(g,). 
lcism 
Let Cy= 1 q:gj be a standard representation of S(g,,g,). Since k= 2, we must have 
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~~~~lwml) = -~~kId~~(~2). 
Hence we can find u E T and a E K such that 
LM(qt)gr + LM(q2k2 = auf%, gd = au ,g, dgi. 
Now we define 
4; = qr-LM(qt)+auq;, 
si = q2 - LWq2) + aed, 
qi=qi+auq,” for 3IiSm. 
Then we have 
jr 41gi =ift 4igi-LM(ql)gl -LM(q2k2+au j, 4:gi =;c, 4igi =f. 
Furthermore, we see that for j= 1,2 and 1 siim, 
LT(qj)LT(gj) < LT(LM(q,)g, +LM(q~)gz) 
= L T(auS(g,, g2)) 
I L T(uq,“)L T(gi). 
From this and the definition of the 41, we conclude that 
min LT(q;)LTkJ < ,22m LT(q,~)LTkJ, 
ISiS??l < 
which finishes the proof for k = 2. Now let k>2, and assume without loss of 
generality that for j = 1,2, 
LT(qj)LT(gj) = r~,$~ LT(q;)LT(g;)* 
Then we write 
We may now apply the induction hypothesis to the first two summands and also the 
remaining n - 1. Recombining, we obtain the desired result. 0 
Next, we show that the property of a finite subset of K[[X,, . . . ,X,1] to be closed 
under s-series is locally stable in AO(T). 
Lemma 4.3. Let < be an admissible term order, S= {g,, . . . ,g,} a finite subset of 
KW,, *a*, X,,]] which is closed under s-series with respect to <. Then there exists 
a neighbourhood U of < in AO(T) such that S is closed under s-series with respect 
to every <’ E U. 
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Proof. Let {fi, . . . . fk} be the set of all s-series of pairs of elements of S, q/ 
(15 irm, 15~‘~ k) such that Cy=, qJgi is a standard representation of fj in terms 
of S with respect to < for 1 %jlk. By Lemma 2.1, we can find a neighbourhood 
Uof < in AO(T) such that LT.(fj) = LT, (fi), LT,,(q{) = LT, (qj), and LT,,(g;) = 
LT, (gi) for all <‘E U, 11jl k, and 1 sism. It is obvious that U has the desired 
property. 0 
We are now in a position to prove the main theorem of this section. 
Proof of Theorem 4.1. The direction from left to right follows immediately from 
condition (iii) of the Hironaka Theorem as stated in the Introduction and the defini- 
tion of s-series. Now assume that S= {gr, . . . ,g,} is closed under s-series. We 
denote by Z(S) the ideal generated by S. 
Case 1: < has order type o. We verify condition (iii) of the Hironaka Theorem 
with Z=Z(S). Assume for a contradiction that f EZ(S) does not have a standard 
representation in terms of S with respect to < . Since there are only finitely many 
terms below LT(f), we can find ql, . . . , qm E K[[X,, . , . ,X,1] such that f = 2 y! I Qigi 
and 
min LT(q,)LT(gJ 
15i5m 
=max min LT(q,r)LT(gJ 1 q;, . . ..~~‘.,EK[[X,, ~~~,~,Jl,.f= E 418i . 
lsism i=1 1 
By Lemma 4.2, there exist q;, . . . . q: EK[[X~, . . . ,X,1] such that f = Cy!, qrgi and 
min 
lsism 
L T(qN TkJ < 1 ~5~ L Th”)L T(gJ, 
< 
a contradiction. 
Case 2: < has order type greater than o. Here, we verify condition (ii) of 
the Hironaka Theorem with Z=Z(S). By Lemmas 2.1 and 4.3, we can find a 
neighbourhood U of < in AO(T) such that for all <‘E U, LT,,(g&=LT,(gJ 
(15 is m) and S is closed under s-series with respect to <‘. By Proposition 3.2, we 
can find <‘E U such that <’ is of order type o. Then S is a standard basis of Z(S) 
with respect to <’ by the choice of U and Case 1 above. Hence condition (ii) of the 
Hironaka Theorem is satisfied with respect to <‘. Since LT(gl), . . . , LT(g,) are the 
same with respect to <’ and < , this condition remains valid with respect to < . 0 
5. Remarks on computability 
The main thrust of Buchberger’s critical pair criterion for ideal bases in polynomial 
rings is that it provides the correctness of an algorithm which computes a Groebner 
basis from any given basis of an ideal. Power series being infinitary objects by 
nature, things cannot be as smooth in power series rings. The following proposition 
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provides us with an abstract procedure to produce a standard basis from a given 
basis. We will use Proposition 2.1 of [3], which states the following: given an ad- 
missible term order < and f,gl, . . . . g, cK[[Xt, . . . ,X,,]], there exist r,ql, . . . . qm E 
KHX,, *** 3 X,]] such that 
(i) f= EEt qigi+r, 
(ii) LT(gJ 7 t for all t E T(r) and 1 I is tn, and 
(iii) LT(f)5 LT(qJLT(g;) for 15 i5 tn. 
Let us call such an r a standard remainder (with respect to <) off mod { gt, . . . , g,} . 
(The characteristic property that distinguishes a standard basis from an arbitrary 
basis is thus not the existence of the Hironaka remainder r, but its uniqueness.) The 
standard remainder is produced by successive elimination of unwanted terms similar 
to reduction of polynomials. This reduction process, however, has ‘A many’ steps, 
where A is the order type of < . 
Proposition 5.1. Let < be an admissible term order. Assume that an ideal machine 
were given which could store power series and calculate a standard remainder with 
respect to < of any power series mod&o any finite subset S of K [[X,, . . . ,X,,]]. 
Then there would be an algorithm that computes a standard basis of any ideal of 
KHX,, . . . . X,]] from any given finite basis. 
Proof. Let Z be an ideal of K[[X,, . . . . X,]], B a finite basis of I. We construct an 
ascending sequence {Bn}nEN of finite subsets of K[[X,, . . ..X.,]] as follows. Set 
B,, =B. Now assume that Bj have been defined for is n. For each pair (f, g) of 
elements of B,, let r(f, g) be a standard remainder of the s-series S(f, g) mod B,. 
If all r(f, g) are zero, we set B,, 1 =B,. If not, let r be any one of the non-zero 
r(f, g) (e.g. the first one encountered in the ‘computation’ on our ideal machine), 
and set B, + , = B, U {r} . We claim that the sequence {B,), E N is eventually constant: 
if not, then there would have to be a sequence (r,},, N such that for all n E N, 
r,,EB,+l\B, and LT(f)iLT(r,) f or all f E B,, which is impossible by Dickson’s 
Lemma. Let no E N such that B, = B,” for all n 2 no, and set S = B,, . (I.e. we let 
our ‘algorithm’ terminate when Bi+l = B,.) Then S is closed under s-series by one 
of the properties of the standard remainder, and it is clear that all B, generate the 
same ideal. 0 
Two observations are in order. Firstly, if we only wish to decide whether or not 
a given basis is a standard basis, rather than compute one, then by Theorem 4.1 it 
suffices to be able to decide wether or not any given power series has a standard 
representation in terms of some finite subset of K [[Xl, . . . , X,]]. Secondly, the 
above proposition of course provides an existence proof of standard bases. But this 
is not really relevant: once the equivalence of conditions (i)-(iii) of the Hironaka 
Theorem has been established, Dickson’s Lemma together with condition (i) of the 
Hironaka Theorem provides an existence proof that is almost trivial. 
Now as far as realization of the above ‘algorithm’ is concerned, it is of course 
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obvious that any actual computation with power series has to work with trunca- 
tions, i.e. approximatins up to a certain degree or weighted degree. Now if the ad- 
missible term order in question has order type CO, then it is tedious but rather 
straigthforward to turn the above proposition into an actual algorithm that com- 
putes truncated standard bases. This, however, has already been achieved directly 
in [9]. In the general case, e.g. when < is the lexicographical term order, the problem 
is that at any stage of the computation, it is necessary to know what the actual 
lowest term is of the new element that is being added to the given basis. But this 
cannot be inferred from any given truncation: lowest terms can have arbitrarily and 
unpredictably high degrees. It is not clear how an ideal basis could naturally be given 
by some sort of oracle that would provide this kind of information. In [3], we show 
how at least we can compute the Hironaka remainder with respect to the lexico- 
graphical order modulo a principal ideal. Then the assumption that I is principal 
eliminates the necessity to compute a standard basis. Another promising approach 
is presented in [l]: here, the computations are performed in the ring of those power 
series that are algebraic over the polynomial ring. 
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